OriHime goes to classroom in place
of another person.
You will give someone who have trouble moving around to more choices.

Education using Orihime.

Even if children can’t go to classroom for a mental or physical reason, they can sit
by side with friends to be totally there and attend the class.
Though children can study by themselves in the hospital room, they can
make friends, play and make memories with an avater robot.
There are gradually increasing cases of introduction such as free schools, special
support schools and private elementary schools.
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The characteristic of OriHime

Easy operation
You can operate Orihime just by connecting it to the power source.
There is no need for difficult setting.

Design that looks the person
The design is based on “noh masks” show emotions.
You can imagine the user’s facial expression, and OriHime gradually looks like the
person.
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Various expressions of feelings
Motions registered and freely movable arm enrich your expression of emotions.

Example of utilization in educational sites

Example of utilization １
Children
Programming Class
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It is an educational package that enables children to learn the importance of
technology and programming by having a simulated experience of “capable of
serving someone” through programming.

Example of utilization ２
Special Support School

In order to implement educational activities using Orihime, special support school
introduced it.
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Thought for OriHime

If you’re physically handicapped but mentally free, you can go anywhere.

If you use OriHime, you can participate in society in various way.

I would like you to participate in eductation as well.

With that in mind,
We carefully develop it.
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〇Developing agency：Ory Lab Inc.
Ori Lab Inc. was established in September 2012 to realize “A future in which we
can overcome physical problems and distance through research and development of
communication technology, meet the person we want to see, and participate in
society”.
In order to positively reflect the voice of the users and promote the connection
between people, we will provide products.
https://orylab.com/

〇Selling agency：Kawada Technosystem Co., Ltd.
【Contact us】 webmaster@kts.co.jp
Main Business Activities：
・Development and sales of information
・Development and sales of CAD and system for construction that supports design
and business management
・Analysis and design, drawing of structures such as bridge Consulting introduction
of computer systems (including network)
Acquired certification/Registration
Information Security Management System
Applicable standards： JISQ27001:2014（ISO/IEC27001:2013）
Registration number： JMAQA-S033
Telecommunications carrier registration
Company name： Kawada Technosystem Co., Ltd.
Registration number： A-17-08476
https://www.kts.co.jp/
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